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We give a local criterion for a relation between the chambers of two buildings to be the opposition
relation of a twinning of the buildings in question.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The key idea in the definition of twin buildings is to give axioms for an opposition relation
between the chambers of two different buildings 1C;1− which has properties similar to
the opposition relation on the chambers of a spherical building. Formally this is done by
introducing a codistance function (or a twinning) between the chambers of the two buildings
which takes its values in the Weyl group. This codistance function provides the desired
opposition relation in a canonical way. All these ideas are due to M. Ronan and J. Tits and
we refer to [9–11] for more information about the general theory of twin buildings and in
particular about their motivation.
As described above, twin buildings are triples consisting of two different buildings and a
group-valued codistance function. Hence, their definition is based on the idea of considering
buildings as chamber systems with a group valued metric, which is the more recent point
of view [8]. In [1] it is shown that one can give also axioms for twin buildings which use
the original concept of chamber complexes and apartment systems (cf. [7]).
In this paper we will give a characterization of twin buildings which may be compared
with a result from R. Scharlau [5]. As in loc. cit. we use rank 2 residues in order to
characterize buildings. There is, however, an important difference. In loc. cit. the existence
of projection mappings (the so called gate property) is required for all rank 2 residues,
whereas here we require the existence of an opposition relation on the set of pairs of rank
2 residues.
Here is the precise statement of our result:
THEOREM 1.1. Let M be a Coxeter diagram over a set I , let 1C D .CC; C/;1− D
.C−; −/ be two thick buildings of type M and let O  .CC  C−/ [ .C−  CC/ be a non-
empty, symmetric relation between the chambers of 1C and 1−.
Then O is the opposition relation of a twinning between 1C and 1− if and only if the
following condition is satisfied:
If J  I is of cardinality at most 2 and if RC  CC; R−  C− are J -residues in1C and1−
respectively, then either O\..RCR−/[.R−RC// D ; or O\..RCR−/[.R−RC//
is the opposition relation of a twinning between RC and R−.
The proof will be completed at the end of Section 6. For the definitions and notation we
refer to Sections 2 and 4.
REMARK 1. The first place where thickness is used is Lemma 3.6. Probably the theorem
is also true without assuming thickness. However, it seems that the arguments would
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become more involved if one tried to give a proof of the result for weak twin buildings. On
the other hand, it seems that for weak twin buildings one can give a similar classification as
it was done in [6] for spherical buildings; this classification would show in particular that
there is not much loss of generality if one assumes thickness.
REMARK 2. If one replaces ‘jJ j  2’ by ‘jJ j  1’ in the theorem, then the statement
becomes false. H. Van Maldeghem constructed a 1-twinning (see Section 5 for the definition)
of two projective planes of order 2 which is not a twinning.
REMARK 3. We mentioned above ‘that our result may be compared with the result in
[5]’. This result of R. Scharlau is a characterization of buildings which is based on the
existence of the so-called projection mappings and it has been improved in [3] for spherical
buildings. One probably can generalize both results to 2-spherical twin buildings (mi j 6D 1
for all i; j 2 I ) without much change. If one allows ‘infinities’ in the diagram, then there is
the problem of defining the projection of a chamber in the first building onto a ‘tree residue’
of the second building.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the definition of buildings in
order to fix our notation. In Section 3 we introduce codistances and negative chambers,
which can be considered as twinnings of a single chamber with a building. In Section 4 we
give the definition of a twin building and state some preliminary facts about twinnings. The
material of Sections 3 and 4 is certainly not new and originates from M. Ronan and J. Tits.
The definition of a k-twinning is given in Section 5. Roughly speaking, a k-twinning is a
relation which satisfies the assumptions of our theorem if one replaces ‘2’ by an arbitrary
natural number k. We prove some preliminary facts about 1-twinnings in this section. In
Section 6 we turn to 2-twinnings and accomplish the proof of our main result.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Coxeter systems. Throughout this paper I denotes an arbitrary set and M D .mi j /i; j2I a
Coxeter matrix over I . For a set J  I we set MJ D .mi j /i; j2J .
The pair .W; .si /i2I / denotes the Coxeter system of type M . For J  I we set WJ D
hs j j j 2 J i  W . The pair .WJ ; .s j / j2J / is the Coxeter system of type MJ (cf. [2]).
The length of w 2 W relative to the generating set S D fsi j i 2 I g is denoted by l.w/.
Given a set J  I and w 2 W , then there exists a unique element .w/J in the coset
X D wWJ such that l.x/ D l..w/J /C l..w/−1J x/ for each x 2 X .
A set J  I is called spherical if WJ is finite. Given a spherical subset J of I , there
exists a unique element of maximal length in WJ , which we denote by rJ ; moreover, rJ is
an involution.
LEMMA 2.1. Let .W; S/ a Coxeter system of type M , where M is a Coxeter diagram
over I .
(i) If r 2 W satisfies l.rsi / D l.r/−1 for each i 2 I . Then W is finite and r is the unique
longest element of W .
(ii) Let r 2 W be as in (i) and let w 2 W . Then l.rw/ D l.r/− l.w/.
PROOF. Part (i) follows from [4] 2.16.
Let w 2 W and let  D fw0 2 W j l.w/ C l.w0/ D l.ww0/g and choose w1 2 
such that l.w1/ is maximal. Suppose that .ww1si / D l.ww1/ C 1 for some i 2 I . Then
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l.w/C l.w1/C 1 D l.ww1si /  l.w/C l.w1si /  l.w/C l.w1/C 1 and therefore l.w1si / D
l.w1/ C 1 and w1si 2 . This is a contradiction, since we have chosen an element of
maximal length in . By part (i) we conclude that w1 D w−1r . Since l.x/ D l.x−1/ for
each x 2 W and since r is an involution, the claim follows.
Buildings. A building of type M is a pair 1 D .C; / where C is a set and where  V
C  C ! W is a distance function satisfying the following axioms where x; y 2 C and
w D .x; y/:
(Bu 1) w D 1 if and only if x D y;
(Bu 2) if z 2 C is such that .y; z/ D s 2 S, then .x; z/ D w or ws, and if, furthermore,
l.ws/ D l.w/C 1, then .x; z/ D ws;
(Bu 3) if s 2 S, there exists z 2 C such that .y; z/ D s and .x; z/ D ws.
The elements of C are called chambers. For any two chambers x and y we set l.x; y/ D
l..x; y//. For X; Y  C we put l.X; Y / D minfl.x; y/ j x 2 X; y 2 Y g and if z 2 C then
we put l.z; X/ D l.fzg; X/.
Given a chamber c 2 C and w 2 W , then Bw.c/ denotes the set of chambers at distance
w from c, hence Bw.c/ D fd 2 C j .c; d/ D wg.
Two chambers x; y are called i-adjacent if .x; y/ D si ; they are called adjacent if they
are i-adjacent for some i 2 I . A gallery joining x and y is a sequence of chambers
x D x0; x1; : : : ; xk D y such that xl and xlC1 are adjacent for any 0  l < k; the number k
is called the length of the gallery.
Given a set J  I and x 2 C, the J -residue of x is the set RJ .x/ D fy 2 Cj.x; y/ 2 WJ g.
Each J -residue is a building of type MJ with the distance function induced by  (cf. [4];
p. 30).
A residue is a subset R of 1 such that there exist J  I and x 2 C with R D RJ .x/; the
set J is called the type of R; the rank of R is defined to be the cardinality of J . A panel
is a residue of rank 1. An i-panel is a panel of type fig.
A building is called thick if each panel of 1 contains at least three chambers. All buildings
considered in this paper satisfy the following axiom.
(Bu 4) 1 is thick.
Given x 2 C and a J -residue R  1, then there exists a unique chamber z 2 R such
that l.x; y/ D l.x; z/C l.z; y/ for any y 2 R (cf. [7] 3.19.6). The chamber z is called the
projection of x onto R and is denoted by projR x . Given x 2 C, a J -residue R of 1 and
z 2 R, then z D projR x if and only if .x; z/ D ..x; z//J . Moreover, if z D projR x we
have .x; y/ D .x; z/.z; y/ for each y 2 R.
3. CODISTANCE FUNCTIONS AND NEGATIVE CHAMBERS
Throughout this section, let M be a Coxeter diagram M , let .W; S/ the Coxeter system
of type M and let 1 D .C; / be a building of type M .
A codistance function of 1 is a mapping  V C ! W satisfying the following axioms,
where c 2 C and w D  .c/:
(CDF 1) If d 2 C is such that .d; c/ D s 2 S and l.ws/ D l.w/− 1, then  .d/ D ws.
(CDF 2) If s 2 S, there exists d 2 C such that .c; d/ D s and  .d/ D ws.
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Given a codistance function  of 1, then we put X D fc 2 C j  .c/ D 1W g.
LEMMA 3.1. Let  be a codistance function of 1, let c 2 C, let w D  .c/ and let s 2 S.
If l.ws/ D l.w/ C 1 then there exists a unique chamber d 2 C such that .c; d/ D s and
 .d/ D ws
PROOF. The existence of d follows by (CDF 2), the uniqueness by (CDF 1) applied to
d.
LEMMA 3.2. Let  be a codistance function on 1, let X D X and let c 2 C. Then
 .c/ D w if and only if Bw−1.c/  X .
PROOF. We prove both directions by induction on l.w/. If l.w/ D 0, then the assertion
is obvious.
Suppose that c 2 C is such that  .c/ D w and let s 2 S be such that l.ws/ D l.w/− 1.
By axiom (CDF 1) it follows that  .d/ D ws for each chamber d satisfying .c; d/ D s.
Thus we have by induction that Bw−1.c/ D
S
d2C;.c;d/Ds B.ws/−1.d/  X .
Now suppose that c 2 C is such that Bw−1.c/  X and let s 2 S be such that l.ws/ D
l.w/ − 1. If d is a chamber satisfying .c; d/ D s, then it follows that B.ws/−1.d/  X
and by induction we have  .d/ D ws. Now we have  .d/ D ws for each chamber d 2 C
satisfying .c; d/ D s. The claim follows by axiom (CDF 2) applied to such a d.
LEMMA 3.3. Let  be a codistance function on 1, then the set X uniquely determines
 .
PROOF. This is an immediate consequence of the previous lemma.
LEMMA 3.4. Let  be a codistance function, let X D X and let c 2 C. If x 2 X is
such that l.c; x/ D l.c;X /, then .x; c/ D  .c/.
PROOF. We use induction on l.c;X /. If l.c;X / D 0 then the assertion is clear by the
definition of the set X .
Let x; c be as above and let d be a chamber adjacent to c such that l.d; x/ D l.c; x/− 1.
Since l.c; x/ D l.c;X /, it follows that l.d; x/ D l.d;X / and we can apply induction to d.
Therefore it follows that w VD  .d/ D .x; d/. We have .x; c/ D ws and  .c/ 2 fw;wsg.
As l. .c// > l.d;X / D l.w/ we conclude that  .c/ D ws D .x; c/.
A set X  C will be called a negative chamber if there exists a codistance function  on
1 such that X D X .
Let X  C be a negative chamber. Then, by Lemma 3.3, the set X uniquely determines
the codistance function used in the definition. We denote it by X . For each natural number
k we define the sets X k D fc 2 C j l.X ; c/  kg and @X k VD X k n X k−1.
LEMMA 3.5. Let X ;Y be two negative chambers of a building1 such that X  Y . Then
X D Y .
PROOF. Let k0 D minfk j X jX k 6D Y jX k g and suppose k0 <1. Let z 2 @X k0 be such
that w VD X .z/ 6D Y .z/. Since X  Y we have k0  1 and therefore there exists i 2 I
with l.wsi / D l.w/− 1. Let P be the i-panel of 1 which contains z.
It follows that X .z0/ D Y .z0/ D wsi for all z0 2 P n fzg. As Y is a codistance function,
there exists a chamber z00 2 P with Y .z/ D w. We conclude that z00 D z and hence
X .z/ D Y .z/ which is a contradiction.
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LEMMA 3.6. Let X and Y be two negative chambers of1 and suppose that @X k\Y 6D ;.
Then @X \ Y 6D ; for each 0    k.
PROOF. Let y 2 Y \ @X k and let X .y/ D si1 : : : sik . There exists a gallery y D
yk; yk−1; : : : ; y0 in Y such that the chambers y; y−1 are i-adjacent. Now l.y;X / D 
for each 0    k because .y0; y/ D X .y/ by Lemma 3.2.
LEMMA 3.7. Let 1 be a spherical building, let r denote the longest element in W and
let c 2 C. Then the map  V C ! W defined by  .x/ D r.c; x/ is a codistance function.
In particular, Br .c/ is a negative chamber of 1.
PROOF. Axiom (CDF 2) follows directly from (Bu 3). By Lemma 2.1(ii) it follows for
w 2 W; s 2 S that l.ws/ D l.w/ C 1 if and only if l.rws/ D l.rw/ − 1. Therefore (CDF
1) follows from (Bu 2).
LEMMA 3.8. Let X be a negative chamber of a building 1 D .C; /. Let c 2 C and
k 2 N be such that X k \ P D P n fcg for each panel P of 1 containing c. Then 1 is
spherical, diam.1/ D k C 1 and X is the set of chambers opposite to c in 1.
PROOF. We have l.X .c/si / D l.X .c//− 1 for all i 2 I . By Lemma 2.1(i) this implies
that W is finite and that X .c/ is the longest element r in W . Therefore, by Lemma 3.2,
we have Y VD fx j .x; c/ D rg  X . By the previous lemma we have that Y is a negative
chamber of 1 and the claim follows by Lemma 3.5.
4. TWIN BUILDINGS
Let 1C D .CC; C/;1− D .C−; −/ be two buildings of the same type M , where M
is a Coxeter diagram over a set I . A codistance (or a twinning) between 1C and 1−
is mapping  V .CC  C−/ [ .C−  CC/ ! W satisfying the following axioms, where
 2 fC;−g; x 2 C; y 2 C− and w D .x; y/:
(Tw 1) .y; x/ D w−1;
(Tw 2) if z 2 C− is such that −.y; z/ D s 2 S and l.ws/ D l.w/−1, then .x; z/ D ws;
(Tw 3) if s 2 S, there exists z 2 C− such that −.y; z/ D s and .x; z/ D ws.
A twin building of type M is a triple .1C;1−; / where 1C;1− are buildings of type
M and where  is a twinning between 1C and 1−.
Let 1 D .1C;1−; / be a twin building of type M . For x 2 C we put xop D fy 2 C− j
.x; y/ D 1W g. It is a direct consequence of (Tw1) that y 2 xop if and only if x 2 yop for
any pair .x; y/ 2 CCC−. If y 2 xop then we say that y is opposite to x or that .x; y/ is an
opposite pair of chambers. We put O D f.x; y/ 2 .CCC−/[.C−CC/ j .x; y/ D 1W g.
For the rest of this section we assume that 1 D .1C;1−; / is a twin building of type
M .
LEMMA 4.1. Let  2 fC;−g and let x 2 C . Then the map  V C− ! W defined by
 .y/ D .x; y/ is a codistance function on 1− and we have X D xop. In particular the
set xop is a negative chamber of 1− .
PROOF. This follows directly from the axioms.
LEMMA 4.2. The set O uniquely determines .
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PROOF. This follows by the previous lemma and Lemma 3.3.
LEMMA 4.3. Let J  I , let RC  CC; R−  C− be two J residues of 1C and 1−
respectively and suppose that there are two chambers cC 2 RC; c− 2 R− which are opposite.
Then  j.RCR−/[.R−RC/ is a twinning between the buildings RC and R−.
PROOF. This is Proposition 2 in [9].
5. k-TWINNINGS
Throughout this section let M be a Coxeter-diagram over a set I and for  2 fC;−g let
1 D .C; / be a building of type M .
A set O  .CC  C−/ [ .C−  CC/ will be called a k-twinning of the pair .1C;1−/ if
the following axioms are satisfied:
T1 O 6D ;.
T2 .x; y/ 2 O if and only if .y; x/ 2 O.
T3 If J  I is such that jJ j  k and if RC; R− are two J -residues in 1C and 1−
respectively, then either O \ ..RC  R−/ [ .R−  RC// D ; or O \ ..RC  R−/ [
.R−  RC// D O.RC;R−/ for a twinning .RC; R−/ between RC and R−.
We first fix some notation: let k 2 N and let O be a k-twinning of the pair .1C;1−/. If
x 2 C , then op.x/ denotes the set fy 2 C− j .x; y/ 2 Og. For any set Y  C− and any
chamber x 2 C we put l.x;Y/ D l.op.x/;Y/ and for y 2 C− we put l.x; y/ D l.x; fyg/.
For each m 2 N we define opm.x/ D fy 2 C− j l.x; y/  mg and @opm.x/ D opm.x/ n
opm−1.x/.
1-twinnings. Throughout this subsection we assume that O is a 1-twinning of the pair
.1C;1−/.
LEMMA 5.1. Let .cC; c−/ 2 O and let dC 2 CC. Then there exists a chamber d− 2 C−
such that C.cC; dC/ D −.c−; d−/ and .dC; d−/ 2 O. In particular the set op.x/ is not
empty for each chamber x 2 CC [ C−.
PROOF. Use induction on l.cC; dC/.
LEMMA 5.2. Let x 2 C; y 2 C− , then l.x; y/ D l.y; x/.
PROOF. Let z 2 op.x/ be such that l.x; y/ D l.z; y/. By Lemma 5.1 there exists a
chamber v 2 C such that −.z; y/ D .x; v/ and such that v 2 op.y/. Thus it follows
that l.x; y/  l.y; x/ and by symmetry we are done.
LEMMA 5.3. Let x 2 CC; y 2 C− and let z 2 op.x/ be such that l.z; y/ D l.x; y/ and
put w VD −.z; y/.
Then Bw.x/ VD fv 2 CC j C.x; v/ D wg  op.y/ and Bw−1.y/ VD fv 2 C− j −.y; v/ D
w−1g  op.x/.
PROOF. We use induction on l.x; y/. If l.x; y/ D 0 the assertion is trivial.
Let l.x; y/ D k C 1, let z; w be as in the statement of the lemma and let i 2 I be such
that l.wsi / D l.w/ − 1. Let P be the i-panel containing y and put y1 D projP z. Then
l.x; y1/ D l.x; y/− 1.
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Let v 2 CC be such that C.x; v/ D wsi , then it follows by induction that v 2 op.y1/.
Hence, if Pv denotes the i-panel containing v, then ..Pv  P/ [ .P  Pv// \ O 6D ;. On
the other hand it follows by Lemma 5.2 that v 62 op.y/. We conclude that Pv n fvg  op.y/
which completes the proof of the first assertion.
Let v 2 CC be such that C.x; v/ D w D −.z; y/. It follows from the first assertion, that
v 2 op.y/, that l.v; x/ D l.z; y/ D l.x; y/ D l.y; x/ and that C.v; x/ D w−1. Now the
second part of the lemma is a consequence of the first one.
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let O be a 1-twinning. Suppose that for each  2 fC;−g and for
each chamber x 2 C there exists a codistance function x V C− ! W such that op.x/ D
fd 2 C− j x .d/ D 1W g. Then there exists a unique twinning  between 1C and 1− such
that O D O .
PROOF. For  2 fC;−g and x 2 C; y 2 C− we put .x; y/ D x .y/. We have to show
that  is a twinning between 1C and 1−; uniqueness follows from Lemma 3.2.
Let x 2 CC; y 2 C− and let x .y/ D w.
Let v 2 CC be such that C.x; v/ D w. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that .v; y/ 2 O and
hence Bw.x/ D fv0 2 C j C.x; v0/ D wg  op.y/. By Lemma 3.2 it follows now that
y.x/ D w−1 and hence (Tw 1) holds for .
As x is a codistance function on 1− axioms (Tw 2) and (Tw 3) are immediate from
(CDF 1) and (CDF2).
6. 2-TWINNINGS
Throughout this section we assume 1C;1− are buildings of type M and that O is a
2-twinning of the pair .1C;1−/.
LEMMA 6.1. Let x 2 CC and R  C− be a panel or a rank 2 residue. Let y 2 R, let
z 2 op.x/ be such that l.z; y/ D l.x; y/, put w D −.z; y/ and let v 2 Bw.x/. Then
(i) The set Y VD op.v/ \ R is a negative chamber of R.
(ii) For each y0 2 Y there exists a chamber z0 2 op.x/ such that −.z0; y0/ D w.
PROOF. By Lemma 5.3 it follows that v 2 op.y/. Let J be the type of R and let R0 be
the J -residue of 1C containing v. Since v 2 op.y/ the claim follows from Lemmas 4.1
and 4.3.
As y0 2 Y it follows that y0 2 op.v/. As C.v; x/ D −.y; z/ D w−1 the claim follows
from Lemma 5.1.
LEMMA 6.2. Let x 2 CC and R  C− be a panel or a rank 2 residue. Suppose that
z 2 op.x/ and y 2 R are such that l.z; y/ D l.x; R/ and put w D −.z; y/. Let v 2 CC be
such that .x; v/ D w. Then
(i) y 2 op.v/
(ii) For any chamber y0 2 R \ op.v/ we have l.x; y0/ D l.x; R/. Moreover, if z0 2 C−
is such that .z0; y0/ D w, then z0 2 op.x/.
(iii) Let v0 2 CC be such that C.x; v0/ D w, then op.v0/ \ R D op.v/ \ R.
PROOF. Part (i) follows from Lemma 5.3.
Let y0 2 R \ op.v/, then by Lemma 6.1(ii) there exists a chamber z0 2 C− such that
−.y0; z0/ D .v; x/ and such that z0 2 op.x/. This implies that l.x; R/  l.y0; z0/ D
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l.v; x/ D l.z; y/ D l.x; R/ and therefore equality holds and we have l.x; y/ D l.x; y0/.
As there exists a chamber z0 2 op.x/ such that −.z0; y0/ D w and such that l.x; y0/ D
l.z0; y0/ the second statement of (ii) follows from Lemma 5.3.
Let y0 2 op.v/ \ R and let z0 2 C− be such that −.z0; y0/ D w. By (ii) it follows that
z0 2 op.x/ and as l.z0; y0/ D l.x; y0/ it follows by Lemma 5.3 that Bw.x/ D fv0 2 CC j
.x; v0/ D wg  op.y0/. This shows that op.v/ \ R  op.v0/ \ R for each v0 2 Bw.x/. As
both sets are negative chambers of the residue R (cf. Lemma 6.1(i)) it follows by Lemma
3.5 that equality holds.
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let k be a natural number, let O be a 2-twinning of 1C and 1− and
let x 2 CC. Let Rk denote the set of panels and rank 2 residues satisfying l.x; R/  k.
(A) There exists a unique map k V opk.x/ ! W such that the following holds for each
y 2 opk.x/:
(i) If z 2 op.x/ is such that l.z; y/ D l.x; y/ then −.z; y/ D k.y/.
(ii) If w D k.y/, then Bw−1.y/  op.x/.
(B) If R 2 Rk and J is the type of R, then XR VD opl.x;R/.x/ \ R is a negative chamber
of R and we have .k.y//J D k.y/ D k.y0/ for all y; y0 2 XR .
(C) Let R 2 Rk . If  .R/ denotes the common value of k on XR in W (see (B)), then
k.y/ D  .R/XR .y/ for each y 2 opk.x/ \ R.
(D) For each R 2 Rk we have opk.x/ \ R D X k−l.x;R/R .
PROOF. Note first that the uniqueness of the mappings k follows by (i) and that we have
also k j opm.x/ D m for each m  k.
We use induction on k. Let k D 0, then we put 0.y/ D 1W for each y 2 op.x/ and (A)
follows. The first assertion of (B) follows from Lemma 6.1 (i) and the second is trivial.
Parts (C) and (D) are obvious.
Let k > 0.
AD (A). If y 2 opk−1.x/ then we put k.y/ D k−1.y/ and we are done by induction. Let
y 2 @opk.x/ which means l.x; y/ D k. Let z; z0 2 op.x/ be such that l.z; y/ D k D l.z0; y/
and set w VD −.z; y/; w0 VD −.z0; y/. In order to prove (i) we have to show that w D w0.
Let i; j 2 I be such that l.wsi / D k − 1 D l.w0s j / and let P and Q denote the i-
and j-panel of 1− containing y and set y1 VD projP z; y01 D projQz0. It follows that
l.x; y1/ D k − 1 D l.x; y01/ and in particular l.x; P/ D k − 1 D l.x; Q/. Hence
we may apply induction to y1; y01 and P; Q. Therefore we have XP D P n fyg;XQ D
Q n fyg; k−1.y1/ D −.z; y1/ D  .P/ and k−1.y01/ D −.z0; y01/ D  .Q/.
We distinguish two cases:
i D j : Then we have P D Q and w D −.z; y/ D −.z; y1/si D  .P/si D −.z0; y01/si D
−.z0; y0/ D w0.
i 6D j : Let R denote the fi; jg-residue of 1− containing y. Since P; Q  R we have
l.x; R/  k − 1 and we may apply induction to R. As P [ Q  R it follows that
P n fyg [ Q n fyg D .opk−1.x/ \ P/ [ .opk−1.x/ \ Q/  opk−1.x/ \ R D X k−1−l.x;R/R .
By Lemma 3.8 it follows that the diameter k0 of R is finite and that XR is the set of
chambers opposite to y in R. Let r denote the product si s j si : : : of length k0 and set
wi VD rsi ; w j VD rs j , then it follows that XR .y1/ D wi and XR .y01/ D w j . Now we
have w D k−1.y1/si D  .R/XR .y1/si D  .R/wi si D  .R/r D  .R/XR .y01/s j D
k−1.y01/s j D w0. This completes the proof of (i) and shows in particular that we have a
well-defined map k V opk.x/! W .
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Let z 2 op.x/ be such that l.z; y/ D k, let w D −.z; y/, let i 2 I be such that l.wsi / D
l.w/− 1 and let P denote the i-panel of 1− which contains y. By the arguments already
applied above we have l.x; P/ D k−1;XP D Pnfyg and therefore wsi D  .P/ D k−1.y0/
for each y0 2 XP . Now we have Bw−1.y/ D
S
y02XP Bsiw−1.y
0/ D Sy02XP B.wsi /−1.y0/ 
op.x/.
AD (B). Let R 2 Rk be a J -residue. If R 2 Rk−1, then (B) holds by induction because
k j opk−1 D k−1.
Let l.x; R/ D k, let y 2 R \ opk.x/, let z 2 op.x/ be such that l.z; y/ D k and set
w D k.y/. It follows from (A) that −.z; y/ D w. Let v 2 Bw.x/, then it follows from
Lemma 6.1(i) that X D op.v/\ R is a negative chamber of R. Moreover, by Lemma 6.2(ii)
and (A) we have that k.y/ D k.y0/ for all y0 2 X .
Let y1 2 opk.x/\ R and define z1; w1; v1 and X1 analogously. It follows that X and X1
are negative chambers of R with the property that k.y/ D k.y0/ and k.y1/ D k.y01/ for
any y; y0 2 X and any y1; y01 2 X1. By Lemma 3.6 we have that X \ X1 6D ; and hence
w D w1 and finally X D X1 by Lemma 6.2 (iii).
It remains to show that .k.y//J D k.y/. Let z be as above and set y2 VD projRz.
If y2 6D y then l.z; y2/ < l.z; y/ and as y2 2 R it follows that l.x; R/ < k which is a
contradiction. This yields the claim.
AD (C). Let J be the type of R. If R is such that l.x; R/ D k then (C) is an immediate
consequence of (B). Thus we may assume that R 2 Rk−1 and hence that k0 VD k−l.x; R/ 
1. Again, by induction, (C) holds for all chambers y 2 opk−1.x/\ R and therefore we may
assume that l.x; y/ D k which means y 2 @opk.x/. Note that it follows also by induction
that @X k0R  @opk.x/ and that @opk.x/ \ X k
0−1
R D ;.
Let us assume first that y 2 @X k0R . Then there exists y1 2 XR and z 2 op.x/ such that
l.y1; y/ D k0; l.z; y1/ D l.x; R/ and as l.x; y/ D k D k0 C l.x; R/ we conclude that
k.y/ D −.z; y/ D −.z; y1/−.y1; y/ D  .R/XR .y/ and hence the claim.
Let y 2 @opk.x/\ R be arbitrary. Put w D k.y/, let v 2 Bw.x/ and put Y VD op.v/\ R.
It follows from Lemma 6.1 that Y is a negative chamber of R and that for each y0 2 Y
there exists a chamber z0 2 op.x/ such that −.z0; y0/ D w. By Lemma 3.6 there exists
a chamber y0 2 Y \ @X k0R . Now we have that l.x; y0/ D k D l.w/ and as there exists a
chamber z0 2 op.x/ such that −.z0; y0/ D w it follows that k.y0/ D w.
As k0  1 and as y0 2 @X k0R it follows that there exists j 2 J such that l.ws j / D l.w/−1.
Let z 2 op.x/ be such that l.z; y/ D l.x; y/ and let P denote the j-panel of 1− which
contains y. As P  R it follows that y1 VD projP z 2 opk−1.x/\R and hence, by induction,
y1 2 X k0−1R . Therefore y 2 @X k
0
R and we are done.
AD (D). Let J be the type of R. For each y 2 opk.x/\ R we have l.x; y/ D l.k.y// D
l. .R/XR .y// D l. .R// C l.XR .y// D l.x; R/ C l.XR; y/. The third equality holds
because . .R//J D  .R/ and XR .y/ 2 WJ . This yields the claim.
COROLLARY 6.4. The assumptions being as in the previous proposition, the mappings
k V opk.x/ ! W are restrictions of a codistance function x V C− ! W , and we have
op.x/ D fy 2 C− j x .y/ D 1W g.
PROOF. That the k are restrictions of a globally defined mapping x follows by part (i)
of (A) as well as the assertion that op.x/ D fy 2 C− j x .y/ D 1W g.
Let y 2 C−, let i 2 I , let w D x .y/ and let P denote the i-panel of 1− which contains
y. If l.wsi / D l.w/ − 1 then it follows that y 2 P n XP because .w/fig 6D w. And as
XP is a negative chamber of P we have P D XP [ fyg. It follows by (B) of the previous
proposition that x .y0/ D wsi for all y0 2 XP and as XP D fz 2 C− j −.y; z/ D si g the
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axiom (CDF1) holds for x . That axiom (CDF 2) holds is an immediate consequence of
part (C) of the previous proposition.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. A relation which satisfies the conditions of the theorem is a
2-twinning and therefore, by Corollary 6.4, we have for each  2 fC;−g and each chamber
x in 1 a codistance function x on 1x such that op.x/ D fy 2 C− j x .y/ D 1W g. By
Proposition 5.4, there exists a unique twinning  between 1C and 1− such that O D O .
That each twinning provides a 2-twinning follows from Lemma 4.3.
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